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Entrepreneurs(hip)
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Entrepreneurial opportunities in EbA

 Set of ideas, beliefs and dreams discovered or created
by entrepreneurs

(Sarasvathy et al. 2005; Short et al. 2010)

 Include technologies or inventions for which no market

has yet been defined or ideas for products and services
(Lans et al. 2014)

 Subsequent to discovery or creation, entrepreneur must
decide whether or not to exploit opportunity

(McMullen and

Shepherd 2006)

 New markets (Building with Nature)
 New products (More efficient irrigation and drainage)
 Consultancy services (Agro-environment schemes)
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Opportunities: discovered or created?
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Opportunity discovery and creation in the
Water Holding, the Netherlands
Process
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Findings

 16 EbA cases, 18 discovery and 2 creation processes
● Necessity for climate change adaptation gained
foothold

● Creation is more demanding and uncertain process
● Selection of ‘successful’ cases

 Entrepreneurs and opportunity discovery: alertness,
endurance, flexibility

 Entrepreneurs and opportunity creation: advocacy,

lobbying, coupling, ownership over problem and solution
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What’s next?
Under which conditions are entrepreneurial opportunities
in Ecosystem-based Adaptation in the UK and the
Netherlands exploited, and what are the implications
thereof for adaptation policy and practice?
Conditions

Indicators

Career Experience

Business and industry experience

Altruism

Empathy; Increasing nature values, CC risk
awareness

Profit maximization

Monetary incentives

Economic context

Availability of equity and liabilities

Political context

(Inter)national policies; regulative instruments
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Discussion points

 Definition of entrepreneurs in EbA context
 Is there indeed a need for more creation of
opportunities?

 What is needed to make biodiversity and business
winning partners?
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Thank you!

More information:
debora.deblock@wur.nl
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